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ABSTRACT 

Rigorous theorem- are presented showing that contributions from = 

color nonsinglet component of the current ^o matrix °lements of * 

second order electromagnetic transition are suppressed by factors 

inversely proportional to the energy of the color threshold. Parton 

models which obtein matrix elements proportional to the color ^vfr^ge 

of the square of the quark charge ?.re shown to neglect terras of ĥe 

same order of siagnit-ude *r *ermr '<ept. 
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Distirguishirg between fractionally charged ?nd integrally 

eh?rged colored quark models has been shown to be difficult below 

color threshold r1,2,'',i*1. However, recent proposals for measuring the 

quark or gluon charge in deep inelastic scattering processes have not 

takBn this difficulty properly into account and give the misleading 

iaipr̂ ssicn that their result? are valid belov thp threshold for 

producing states which »re not color ringlet? [S? 1* This paper 

presents rigorous pxpressions for th<° transition matrix of second 

orr*or el *>e tremor** tic transitions and shows that: 

1. The contribution to the transition matrix of any component of 

the electromagnetic current, which is not a oclor singlet is inversely 

proportional to the threshold energy for the excitation of stater 

which are not color singlets. Thus any model which obtains a finit«> 

contribution independent of the color threshold from the non-singlet 

part of the current should be viewed with suspicion. 

2. Model? which give a second order transition matrix elemont 

proportional to the average of the square oT the quark charge rather 

than to the square cf th»= average sre shewn to neglect * set of tern? 

of th? ramr order of magnitude ar the terms which are kept. 

The essential physics underlying t-he argument is that, the color 

excitation threshold define? ? c.iarateristic length or time whifh is 

very short =>nd which is ignored ir «"h* "?hort-di?t?nce" expansions 

generally used in describing deep in^i^stic processes. This point is 

generally overlooked because the non-Abelian rature of color is not 

fully .Tderstood and violate? the intuition from Fb*li*r OED commonly 



used in the conventional models. The physical inplleaUonr '"e 

discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper CT*. 

The transition probability for L second ortfer electromagnetic 

transition between two states 1A> and |B> is proportional to the 

square of the transition matrix element 

- <E|J|XXXUU> 

where J is some component of the electromagnetic current operator »r.c 

the sruroiwtion if over a complete ret of intermedin" stPtes IX>. Thi? 

result is exact to second order in electromagnet ism °nd tc all crdprr 

tn strong interactions if the states l*>, |B> and IX> are the exznt 

cigenstates of the strong interaction hamiltonlan and Ex., EB and Ex 

are the exact energy eigenvalues. 

We now prove theorems valid to all orders in strong interactions 

because they depend only on the follovlng general properties of the 

exact solutions and not specific details: 

1. Color Is an exact symmetry of strong Interactions. Thus tr.p 

states |J>, |B> and |X> in eq. 1 are all color eigensfcstes. 

?, A color threshold exists so th=t the lowest state which Is rot 

? color singlet has c>n excitation energy Ej,^ above t**> Inir.lPl stat* 

|A> in eq. (1). Thus Tor any state |Y> Khi<?« is not ? color ?irgl"f, 

Ey - EA > Ecol c?) 

The current J can be written as the rvm of a ?olor single 

component JQ and a remainder ^J whlc* has no color singlet oomponert. 
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In models like the Han-Nambu model vhere the quark charge drpends upon 

rolor, the additional component in th* quark current transform!; under 

color like members of a color octet. However, we keep our treatment 

general and include the possibility of contributions froa higher color 

multiplets as well. 

The transition roatrix element (1) separates into tvo terms with 

contributions from ^ and &J respectively, 

(*»b) 

(ttc) 

"A 

ppd t r* s t a t e r |X0> ar* » l l c o l o r s i n g l P t s whil«» th? pts>t-r>s> |y> »re 

a l l c o l o r n o n - s i n g l e t s . 

app ly ing the S^hw^r? i n e q u a l i t y ?nd the i n e q u a l i t y (? ) t o t he 

summation (He) g i v e s 

MAB = MAB + 

where 

*o 

A ^ B • * 

^ A S 

<BU0IX0XX0IJ0I»> 

VE» 
<B|AJIlf><Y|iJ|;> 

E.-E, 

/ < E | | M | 2 | B X A | | M | 2 | A > 
(c) 

E co l 

Thu? trr contribution to .th«- tr?n?ition matrix Pigment (1) from 

tr» color- nonsinglct component of th* current is bounded by an 



* 

expression inversely proportional to $.ol which goes to zero s? E c o l 

become? infinite. Pr.y model which obtains finite contributions from AJ 

independent of E c o l should be choked carefully for unjustified 

assumptions causing a violation of the theorem (5). The contribution 

(K) may still be appreciable, in comparison with the leading term (lb), 

but only If the main contributions to (i*b) come from intermediate 

states above color threshold. The usual deep inelastic processes- do 

not seem to satisfy this condition. Some possibilities of tni- nature 

?re discussed in references [?.,*»,7]. 

We now examine the common approximation made in the standard 

models and show how it fails. He assume that the current i£ entirely 

due to quarks at this point. The extension to gluon and other 

contributions is discussed below. In a model with red, white and b.\u? 

aunrks, the current can be written as the sum of the red, white and 

blue quark currents, 

n 
J = V R + O V W ^ B '.l °iJi f*> 

where QR»QW and Q are the electric charges of the red, white n̂d blue 

quarks respectively, and J ? J and J are the vector currents of 

these quarks normalized to give an electromagnetic current with t*e 

.quark charges appearing as external multiplicative factors. The 

summation on the right hand side is written in a general form *o -ipply 

not only to quark currents but also to more general cases like 

currents from gluons which have more states. For the ease of auark 

currents the sum is ever the three colors ard n=*. We ^isre^ard 



flavor, which is ^n irrelevant complication for the present argument. 

With this expression for the current the transit ion ma tri x 

eleaent (1) can be written 

MM = r i 1 i— m 
QiOj<BiJiIXXXlJ:,l»> 

The conventional models, like th* parton model, all.neglect the 

terms in eq. (7) with i / j which do not have the sane color in both 

current operators. This leads to the parton model approximate rel=>*:icr 

for the matrix element [1) 

PRB = Z 0\ I = <«a) 

1=1 X Ex-Ej 

The terms with W J neglect»d in eq. (7) are 

n n <ElJiIX><XlJ:ilA> 

" a s = Z o t Z os Z (8b) 
1=1 j=1 J X E„-E, 

« w = PAS * apflB (**> 

The essential physical asumptior. underlying the neglect of the 

terms (9b) is that the two electromagnetic interactions occur on the 

samp psrton, which behaves like a free particle. Thus the state of 

+ftis parton ices net change, including its color, snC the s*me 

component of tr.« current {*) must »ct ?t both vertices. We now show 

that this ?ssuapMon is not g-ner*lly v-ilid, and that the terms (nb) 

neglect*^ ir r»ive model.* ape of the same order *s terms fcept (Ba). 



The expressions (8a) and (8b) have contributions from 

intermediate states which are both color singlets and non singlets. 

These two type* of contributions can be separated as In eq. (*) 

•&*J'» (9a) 

«5W *L (9b) 

rKB 

X » 

n , <BU iII > « IJ4lA> 

i>* » £ of I \ x ? dob) 

n n . <BlJ(IXn><X„U4l«> 
*>& ' I Oi I «J J 3 (10=) 

1.1 j.l X0 E, -E 

AP.. » I Oi JO* I = 2 dtid) 
1-1 1-1 3 IX %,-En 

M 
1<<1 

vhere the Intermediate states I which are not color singlets have been 

separated Into sets of states 1\ which all transfoni In the same way 

under color SU(3). With the quark currents (6) only the octet 

representation of SB(?) occurs and there i r e two Independent stjtes. 

These can be chosen as the third *nd eighth components of the octet tn 

the standard notation with X- matrices, as'discussed in ~ef. [73. i?or 

our purposes the general expressions (9) and (10) are sufficient. 

The matrix elements of '.he aifferenf components of the current Ji 

are related by the WJxror-Ec^r*- -hocrem. 



< xo l Ji 1" > * < x o ' J 3 " > <11a> 

<»xIJiIA> • (^j<T.IJjU> Ulb) 

where c£» is a coefficient or order unity depending upon the 

particular color SU(3) quantum numbers of the state Y< and the colors 1 

and J. 

Substituting the relations (11) into the relation: (10) gives 

<B(J,IX X X |J,I«> 
hf. » P ° • 4P° «(r e . ) 2 i *. Q ° 1 (ISO 
AH AB AD 4 X v r e 

i X 0 EJto-EA 

This result shows that the individual terns (10a) and (10b) 

retained in the naive models are of the saae order of magnitude as the 

neglected terns (10c) and (lOd). Thus the neglect of the "cross teras" 

(9b) can be Justified only ir a cancellation occurs between the 

various terns. However, the leading tera (10c) in the sun coaes froa 

color singlet lnteraediate states, while the remaining teras all coae 

froa nonsinglet lnteraediate states. These terms ire suppressed by 

energy denominators according to eq. (?) and cannot cancel the leading 

tera which does not have suoh a suppression. 

The sua of the leading teras (13c) differs in an essential way 

froa the ptrton model expression (fa). It is proportional to the 

square of the average quark charge which is the saae in all models, 
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rather than to the average of th*- square. The avrsg*' squared chartre 

differs in the different models and could be u.*ed to distinguish 

betvren then. However, all claims tMt naive nodpl? measure squared 

charge are based or. the neglect of the *ross terns (9b). 

The treatment in eqs. (6-13) is easily extended to the case where 

the electromagnetic vertices Involve gluons instead of quarks. Gluon 

current components J^ can be defined for the eight colored gluor. 

states. The summaticn in eq. (6) is nov applied to the gluon current 

with n=6*. The remaining treatment in eqs. (7-12) then follows in 

exactly the same way with the gluon interpretation of the current ?nd 

n=ft pveryvhere. Mote, however, that only the color octet component of 

the current couples to gluons so that eqa. (10s), (10c), (11a), (12a) 

pnd (13c) all vanish in the gluor case and all t^rms are suppressed by 

the color threshold. The conclusions are th? rame as for the case of 

au^rk currents. The crops terms neglected in the naivp models are or 

t.V yaffle order ?s the teras kept. 

The results (5) and (12) can also be expressed in ? time 

dependent formulation which exhibits the locp'noles in tr=?tm*n'T basec" 

on the operator product expansion. The matrix elesent of the t;rop 

dependent, operator product which appears in there treatments can be 

written 

M_(t) = <B|J(t).T(0)lA> = ̂ „(t) + « L < t y d?) 
AS AS AB 

where 



-UEj, -ER)t/n 
KOgtt) = 2 <BIJ(0)IXoX)!olJ(0)!;> c *> (ilia) 

Xo 

-i(Ev-EA)t/t 
*M (t) = E <BIW(0)lir><YI/W(O)l»> " <1«b) 

AB y 

and the intermediate states |X0> and l*> 're color sirglets ?nd 

nonsinglets respectively as in eqs.C). 

It immediately follows that AMj^t) has no fourier components 

below Eooj/h, 

f iut 
aH M(t)e dt = n if M < E 0 O l / h (1 = ) 

0ny approximation of AMftgCt} by th» operator product expansion which 

introduces such fourier components must be in error. Th" contribution 

of gluon currents to fourier components of MAB(t) below Ecoi/n is srrp 

to vanish, since these appear only in &M^(t). 

Similarly we cen define 

n 2 
p * B f t ) = I ci <EIJ1(t).T1<n)l»> (If?) 

1=1 

iPftgftl = I O iCJ<BIJ j(c)J j<0)lJ> (16b) 
i=1 
i=1 
i*J 

For fouripr components of A P ^ r ) and of P A B ^ ) b*°.ov Ecol/* only 

color pinsl^*- irTrraf 3iat<? s ta t r r contribute, Thn Wlgn*r-Eck=irt 

theorem OlM r ^ r ph.ows tra*1 th*?'- fovrirr components of PAB{*) ond 

APABU) s*M5fy ?q. (12?) ^nti -»PP of t*»e same orrt-r of magnitude, 



jAPM(t)p dt =|Pab(t)e dt [ Z C^Q./ £ Qf ] if l»l<Ecol/ft (17 

Thus any approximation which neglects the cross terms ̂ P ^ t ) cannot 

be valid for fourier components below Ecol/fi. 

Our principal results (5), (12), (15) and (17) show th?t the 

color threshold E , plays an important role in second order 

electromagnetic transitions in suppressing the contributions frorc =r.y 

component of the electromagnetic current which is not a color singlet. 

Th*» naive models which obtain results of the fern O P ) prcpcrtienal to 

th* sum of the squares of the quark cr.srRes neglect cross term? of the 

form (Pb) without Justification. In the simple parton picture the 

crcf? term? ?.re neglected because the two electrcrrp-gr̂ tie interaction? 

^re ŝFurard to tske pl^ce on a single "active" oartcn, while the rest 

cf thc pystpm is icrrid^red =*s inert spectators. The active partcn is 

"fsumrd ^o remr-mber its r'olor between the *-.wo «,leetrrm?gneti': 

Interactions. This assumption breads down because color ~?nrc: be 

localized and color esc?nations analogous to neutrino oscillations 

occur, ns discussed in ref. C71- These color oscillations define 3 

time scale determined by B c o l and short compared t* the lifetime of 

the intermediate state in experiments at energies far below E c o l. The 

physics of this argument is discussed in detail in ref. r?1. Here we 

simply point out the rigcrous results (c), M ? ) , (,R) ?n? (I'M. Jny 

model which cl?ims to measure qu*rk charges below color -hrer̂ c'.d 

should be cheeked for violation? of th*ee theorems. 
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